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The list of PvE, PvP and WvW Revenant builds from good to meta. Conquest of Core Mallyx Berserker Shortbow Fractal and Dungeon Boon Support Power DPS (Fractal) Boon Support Healer Open World Major Revenant Raid Power DPS WvW Hammer Backline Diviner Renegade I have a major
retribution (and I seriously doubt he will ever specialize). I tinker with its build, but don't really know what's good. I got it to 80 but didn't warm up to it at all (although it's much better than my elemental haha). PvE only, much open world study, mostly solo. He is now a sword/axe with salvation, corruption
and destruction. Salvation: 1.1, 2 Vital Blessing, Words of Censure, Unwavering Devotion Corruption: 1, 2, 1 Recharge Of Despair, Abyss Cold, Diabolical Hell Initiation: 1, 3, 3 Ferocious Strike, Killer Presence, Killer Cancellation I Chose quarterstaff along the way, but don't use it much. Also, I have a
hammer and another handed the sword in my package if they are better. So far nothing has felt very good ... Any advice for basic retribution? The official API is having problems; skill, features, and elements cannot be downloaded at this time. Note: Please note that the builds will be the default simple
icons, they may not be accurate. We apologise for any inconvenience caused. Core Revenant build that players can use when aligning elite specializations. This build is much weaker than its counterparts, but can still hold its own in many open world situations. Skills Bar Sword
/SwordHealingUtilityHemerHealingItilityElite Options Weapon Personnel - High CC and Blocks Specialization Build Code D'd'dDPg8/CRvcE'A1BEAAAAAAAAAA8'AAGET'R'RKIAAAAAAAAAAA'COPY Equipment Ascension Equipment and Stat Infusion are not required; You can use exotic gear with the
same stats. Standard equipment 6xSuperior Rune of Strength18xMighty No5 Agony Infusion Variant Equipment Gear Berserker's, Assassin's - higher dps, lower protection; careful not to overwork the knight's crit - lower dps, higher defense; Knight's baubles and Berserker armor/weapon is a common
defensive installation of runes - above the explosion, below DPS , - an explosion option with a boon duration, - defensive options Expendable Expenditure Event Agriculture Food Any rising food surpasses any other food you could use. Steak for food, flatbread for conditions. - Use for general farming. -
Use for when you need to max out the magic to find. - More sustainable (requires crit chance) Everything - Any food is better than not, but you should prioritize food above before using any other food. Utility , - general farming - good Damage with Karma Solo Play is a good budget option. or for your
usefulness. Using The Damaging Sword: An automatic attack when used can't find such a skill to cool the insulation! Please refer to our qualification index. and Hammer: Automatic attack when used from cooling. In Khalis: In Shirou: Legend swap swap to maximize energy consumption. Defense always
dodge and bypass attacks where possible. Your actual defensive skills are worth the energy, so manage them carefully and predict when you need to avoid attacks in advance. You can use or how to evade. blocks attacks. Replacing the legend will break the stun thanks to can not find such a line Empty
Ship! Please refer to our damn index. Sustainable If you're in trouble just. Heals pretty much the list of crowd control PvE, PvP and WvW Revenant builds from good to meta. Conquest of Core Mallyx Berserker Shortbow Fractal and Dungeon Boon Support Power DPS (Fractal) Boon Support Healer Open
World Major Revenant Raid Power DPS WvW Hammer Backline Diviner Renegade I have a major retribution (and I seriously doubt he will ever specialize). I tinker with its build, but don't really know what's good. I got it to 80 but didn't warm up to it at all (although it's much better than my elemental haha).
PvE only, much open world study, mostly solo. He is now a sword/axe with salvation, corruption and destruction. Salvation: 1.1, 2 Vital Blessing, Words of Censure, Unwavering Devotion Corruption: 1, 2, 1 Recharge Of Despair, Abyss Cold, Diabolical Hell Initiation: 1, 3, 3 Ferocious Strike, Killer
Presence, Killer Cancellation I Chose quarterstaff along the way, but don't use it much. Also, I have a hammer and another handed the sword in my package if they are better. So far nothing has felt very good ... Any advice for basic retribution? The official API is having problems; skill, features, and
elements cannot be downloaded at this time. Note: Please note that the builds will be the default simple icons, they may not be accurate. We apologise for any inconvenience caused. Core Revenant build that players can use when aligning elite specializations. This build is much weaker than its
counterparts, but can still hold its own in many open world situations. Skills Bar Sword /SwordHealingUtilityHemerHealingItilityElite Options Weapon Personnel - High CC and Blocks Specialization Build Code D'd'dDPg8/CRvcE'A1BEAAAAAAAAAA8'AAGET'R'RKIAAAAAAAAAAA'COPY Equipment
Ascension Equipment and Stat Infusion are not required; You can use exotic gear with the same stats. Standard equipment 6xSuperior Rune of Strength18xMighty No5 Agony Infusion Variant Equipment Gear Berserker's, Assassin's - higher dps, lower protection; careful not to overwork the knight's crit -
lower dps, higher defense; Knight's trinkets and Berserker armor/weapon is a common defensive installation of Runes - above the explosion, below DPS , - an explosion option with a boon duration, - Options Expendable Expenditure Event Agriculture Food Any rising food surpasses any other food you
could use. Steak for food, flatbread for conditions. - Use for general farming. - Use for when you need to max out the magic to find. - a more sustainable (requires crit chance) chance) - Any food is better than not, but you should prioritize the food above before using any other food. Utility - general farming
- a good damage option with Karma Solo Play is a good budget option. or for your usefulness. Using The Damaging Sword: An automatic attack when used can't find such a skill to cool the insulation! Please refer to our qualification index. and Hammer: Automatic attack when used from cooling. In Khalis:
In Shirou: Legend swap from cooling to maximize energy consumption. Defense always dodge and bypass attacks where possible. Your actual defensive skills are worth the energy, so manage them carefully and predict when you need to avoid attacks in advance. You can use or how to evade. blocks
attacks. Replacing the legend will break the stun thanks to can not find such a line Empty Ship! Please refer to our damn index. Sustainable If you're in trouble just. Heals pretty much the list of crowd control PvE, PvP and WvW Revenant builds from good to meta. Conquest Of Core Mallyx Berserker
Shortbow Fractal - Dungeon Boon Support Power DPS (Fractal) Boon Support Healer Open World Major Revenant Raid Power DPS WvW Hammer Backline Diviner Renegade This build guide provides an overview of the Revenant class and explains how to create the optimal PvE Revenant build. The
goal is to achieve maximum damage (DPS) while maintaining a high level of gaming ability and utility. Legendary Stans Legendary Positions are unique to the Revenant class and provide a variety of skill and abilitys when sent. Two positions can be equipped at the same time and you can switch between
the two during the fight. Here's a review of Revenant's position. Khalis - Dwarf Stans Strengths: Stability and Damage to Elite Skills: The Rite of the Great Dwarf has 50% incoming damage reduction within 5 seconds. Use: When You Need Extra Survience Mallyx - Demon Stans Strengths: State Damage
and State Removal Elite Skills: Embrace Darkness 10% increase on all statistics, Torment (8s), Poison (7.5s) Use: If you want to deal with the severe damage to the state of Ventari - Centaur Stance Strengths: Healing and Defense Elite Skill: Energy Exile Enemy Rollback, Area of Healing Fragments (5s)
Use: When You Need Group Healing Shiro - Stance Strengths: Damaging Elite Skill: Jade Winds Stunning (3s), Can Stacks (3s) The highest position of the DPS. Glint - Dragon Stance (Elite) Strengths: Offensive Boons and Utility Elite Skills: Facet Chaos/Chaotic Release Impulse Protection Allied High



Damage Rollback, Superfast Use: Standard Herald Massive Offensive Good (Might, etc.) Position Recommendations: Non-Herald Herald In non-Herald builds, Shirou/Mallyx provide the highest level of DPS. Switching Mallyx to Glint in the Herald assembly provides access to a number of valuable useful
skills and traits, making Mallyx/Glint an excellent Revenant build. Revenant. and Traits Corruption Synergy with: Demon Rack Increases: Conditions Recommended Features: Venom Boost Apply Poison Along with Torment. The suffering of 3% increased damage on the condition (alone). Alternative:
Switch to Spontaneous Destruction if you need to remove the good from enemies. Manic persistence of 10% Critical Chance increases every second. Alternative: Switch to Diabolical Inferno to burn down nearby enemies while using elite skill. Destruction Synergys With: Assassin's Stance Increases:
Damage and Mobility Featured Features: Ferocious Strikes 150 Ferocity When Double Wielding. Nefarious Momentum Profits Can From Assassin Skills Alternative: Switch to Killer Presence If Your Group Needs Cruelty. Termination Swift 20% damage increase to enemies below 50% health. Challenge
Synergy with: All Positions Increases: Fury Featured Features: Fierce Infusion Invigorating Flow Healing From Skills with Energy Costs. Roiling Mists 100% increase the effectiveness of critical odds while under fury. Retribution Synergys With: Dwarf Position Increases: Strength/Defense Featured
Features: Close Neighborhoods Incoming Damage From Afar Decreases. Eye for eye When the CC effect applies to you, apply taunts to the target and get protection for 5.5 seconds. Steadfast rejuvenation is a 50% chance to heal when stuck. Salvation Synergys with: Centaur Position Increases:
Healing/Support Featured traits: Nutritional Roots Challenge Harmony 20% Healing Efficiency within 20 seconds of calling the legend. Natural Abundance Create a Healing Energy Fragment when using centaur skills. Herald (Elite) Supports Dragon Stance Get Access to The Shields Recommended
Features: Strengthening Perseverance 40 Strength for Each Point of Energy Content. Alternative: Switch to Radiant Revival to support group healing. The general empowerment of the Application of benefits to allies also applies can. The power of the elders is a 2% bonus damage for the good (I am).
Alternative: Switch to the Soothing Bastion so that the Crystal Hibernation shield is automatically activated when health is below the threshold. Specialization and Trait Recommendations: Non-Herald Build (Shiro / Mallyx) Corruption (3/1/2) Call (3/2/1) Destruction (3/2/1) Herald Build (Shiro / Glint)
Destruction (2/3/1) Call (3/3/1) Herald (3/2/1) Revenant weapons of a well-equipped Revenant must have access to the next weapon. The Sword Axe Mace Staff Hammer Shield (Elite) Combinations melee Sword and Axe Sword/Axe combo provides the highest DPS. Sword and Shield Replacement from
Axe for Shield gives you access to Crystal Hibernation block skill. The sword and sword, which equips the sword in an off-hand, provide blocking skills and pulling skills. Mace and axe/shield/sword-in as the mace has limited use in the optimal optimal It can be used to create lights. The staff is worthy of
DPS. The skills of #5 can be demolished by breakbars. Ranged Hammer Learn to Love hammer, this is the best weapon range Revenant has. Great for garbage mobs and damage to the area. Skills #4 can block projectiles as well as provide a dark field that allows you to steal life when attacked through
it. Sigils Superior Sigil Force Superior Sigil nights 10% increase in damage in night time Superior Sigil air 50% chance of lightning strike damage on critical hits Weapon Recommendations: All weapons should have Berserker stats and use Superior Sigils strength and night/air. The Weapon Set #1 set #2
Revenant Armor/Gear Armor Attr Stats. 1 Attr. 2 Attr. 3 Attr. 4 Berserker Power Precision Ferocity zelota Power Precision Healing Soldier Strength Vitality Viper Power Conditions Precision Examination Marauder Power Precision Ferocity Vitality Rune Stats 1 2 3 4 5 6 Power No. 25 Power 10% Can
Duration 25% Chance Get Can, When Hit No. 100 Power 20% Can Duration, 5% Damage Under The Action Can Scientist No. 25 Power No. 35 Ferocity No. 60 Power No. 65 Ferocity 100 Power 10% Damage while Health is qgt; 90% Fury No 25 Fury 10% Fury Duration 50 Ferociti 50 Ferociti 5025%
Chance to Get Furious When Hit 100 Ferocytia 20% Fury Duration, 5% Fury Damage 25 Power 20% Can Duration 50 Power 25% Chance To Get Can Strike 100 Power 200% Can , -20% Condition Duration applies to you Expendable Expendables Sweet and Spicy Butternut Squash Soup Fried Gold
Dumplings Abundant Sharpening Stones Armor Recommendations: Armor Statistics Berserker for the highest DPS Marauder for bonus viability Run and High Run and Scientist for groups or as a cheaper alternative to The Force Run and Superior Runes Strength for Solo Can Stacking Superior Runes If
you can't afford other Accessories Infusion Final Revenant Build Non-Herald (Shiro/Mallyx) Build editor Link Herald (Shiro/Glint) Build Editor Link Revenant Build Mechanics and tips to use the edges provided by Glint until you run out of energy and then switch to Shirou. When channeling Shirou, the goal
is to use Impossible Odds as much as possible. The attack speed is greatly increased and provides a huge DPS. When using a sword, you should use skill 1 (automatic attack) for maximum DPS. You can steal life with a hammer by activating the skills of #4 and then attack usually through a dark box
combo. The skills #5 are very effective at destroying enemy breakbars. The speed provided by Impossible Odds will accelerate almost any action, including healing, collecting, etc. your energy up to 50 when switching legendary positions. Positions. gw2 best revenant build. gw2 power revenant build. gw2
core revenant build. gw2 condi revenant build. gw2 lord hizen revenant build. gw2 fun revenant build. gw2 berserker revenant build. gw2 good revenant build
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